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Abstract 
We introduce the notion of a locally semisimple covering with respect to a class X of objects in 
a given exact category, and classify these coverings in terms of internal-category actions inside X. 
This is similar to the classification of ordinary covering spaces of a “good” topological space in 
terms of its fundamental-group actions. Locally semisimple coverings are essentially the same as 
the maps with fibres in X; examples are e.g. ring and group homomorphisms with semisimple 
kernels (with respect to a given radical) or continuous maps of compact Hausdorff spaces with 
totally disconnected fibres. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
AMS Clussitication; 18A30: 16N80: 54ClO 
0. Introduction 
The classification theorem of covering maps in Algebraic Topology can be briefly 
formulated as follows: The category Cov(B) of covering maps to a given “good” space 
B is equivalent to the category of G-sets, where G is the fundamental group of B. 
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Although the main property of a covering map is that it has discrete fibres, there is no 
similar classification for all continuous maps to B with discrete fibres. Grothendieck’s 
Galois theory of Ctale coverings deals with similar situations in Algebraic Geometry 
and other geometries, and they also occur in Homological Algebra, where 2-cocycles 
play the role of group actions (in fact they correspond to certain internal groupoid 
actions). Each of these covering or extension theories is a special case of the Galois 
theory in categories as presented in [5] - where again, given a category @ and a class X 
of objects in @, suitable “coverings” are defined and classified, but it is usually not 
possible to classify all (not even all “surjective”) morphisms in C with “fibres” in X. 
The purpose of this paper is to give a wide class of pairs (C, X) for which this is 
possible. Such pairs are e.g. Compact Hausdorff Spaces/Stone Spaces (see also [2]), 
Rings/Semisimple Rings and Groups/Semisimple Groups. Here “semisimple” is used 
in the sense of general radical theory (see Examples 1.2 and 1.3 below). 
The paper contains three sections. In Section 1 we introduce suitable triples (C, X, lE), 
where: 
- C is an exact category, which will serve as our universe; 
- X is a class of objects in @ of which we think as being “semisimple”; 
- IE is a class of morphisms in @ - in our main examples it is either the class of all 
morphisms, or the class of regular epimorphisms in C. 
In Section 2 we use this setting to introduce locally semisimple coverings and show 
that they are usually just the maps (or surjective maps) with semisimple fibres, i.e. 
with fibres in X. 
In Section 3 we first recall the notions of internal category and internal-category 
action. Then internal actions are used to classify locally semisimple coverings in the 
same way as fundamental-group actions classify the classical covering maps. Instead 
of the universal covering map we use any regular epimorphism p : E + B with E in X. 
Actually, this is the main point: in contrast to the “ordinary” examples of categorical 
Galois theory, in the examples presented in this paper every object B is a quotient of 
an object in X. Indeed, every compact Hausdorff space is a quotient of a Stone space, 
and every ring or group is a quotient of a semisimple one for many radicals of rings 
and for all radicals of groups. The internal category which replaces the fundamental 
group is just the internal equivalence relation in C corresponding to p : E + B, and it 
is important that the category of locally semisimple coverings is described by means 
of internal actions inside X. Here we make essential use of the fact that, as a regular 
epimorphism, p is effective for descent in the exact category C (cf. [7]). In the case 
of groups and rings these internal actions have a simple description in terms of normal 
monomorphisms. 
1. Generalized semisimple classes 
Throughout the paper we consider a category @ and a class !E of morphisms in @ 
which contains all regular epimorphisms of @ and is closed under composition and 
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stable under pullback; @ is assumed to be exact, hence it is finitely complete and has 
pullback-stable (regular epi, mono)-factorizations, and equivalence relations in @ are 
effective, i.e., are kernel pairs (cf. [lo]). 
Definition 1.1. A class X of objects in C is said to be a generalized semisimple class 
if, for any pullback diagram 
in @ in which p is a regular epimorphism and a is in E, the following conditions hold: 
(a) if E and A are in X then so is E xg A, 
(b) if B, E and E xs A are in X then so is A. 
Given such a class X, the class of quotients of the objects in X will be denoted 
by 2X, that is, 
2X = {C E C ) there exists a regular epimorphism X + C with X E X}. 
We will be interested in the cases where 2X #X, and especially where 9X = @, i.e., 
2% is the class of all objects in @. 
vspace*3pt 
Example 1.2. Let C be the category of (associative but not necessarily unital) rings 
and E be the class of all surjective homomorphisms. Then every class X which is 
l hereditary (that is, for every ring R in X also every ideal I g R belongs to X), and 
l closed under extensions (that is, a ring R belongs to X provided there is an ideal 
I 4 R in X with RjI in X), 
is a generalized semisimple class. 
This holds in particular if X is a Kurosh-Amitsur semisimple class (see e.g. [17]). 
The condition Z?!x = @ is satisfied for the semisimple classes of many important radi- 
cals, for instance: 
(a) the Jacobson radical (and any smaller radical), 
(b) the Brown-McCoy radical (and any smaller radical), 
(c) the (Neumann) regular radical, 
(d) the biregular radical. 
The reason is that each of these radicals commutes with matrix rings: 
44,) = (r(A>>n 
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(see e.g. [17]); by a theorem of Amitsur [l] every ring is a homomorphic image of 
a subdirect product of matrix rings over the ring of integers, which is semisimple for 
each of these radicals (every semisimple class is closed under subdirect products). 
Example 1.3. Let @ be the category of groups and [E be the class of all surjective 
homomorphisms. Then again, every semisimple class in the sense of Kurosh is a gen- 
eralized semisimple class. Moreover, 9X = @ for every semisimple class X by the 
following result of Smel’kin [16]: for any semisimple class X of groups, there exists 
a cardinal number IC such that every free group of rank > IC is semisimple. For the gen- 
eral theory and for examples of radicals of groups (and the corresponding semisimple 
classes) see [ll, 121. 
We remark that examples which follow the pattern of Examples 1.2 and 1.3, may 
be discussed in broader contexts, such as the ones exhibited in [3, 14, 151; see also the 
concluding remarks in [6]. 
Example 1.4. Let Cc be the category of compact Hausdorff spaces, IE the class of 
all continuous maps, and X the class of Stone spaces (equal to totally disconnected 
compact Hausdorff spaces or zero-dimensional compact To-spaces). Then X is a gen- 
eralized semisimple class with 2X = @: for any compact Hausdorff space C there is 
a continuous surjective map p :X + C with X E X -just take X to be the Tech-Stone 
compactification of the discrete space with underlying set C; see [9] for details. 
2. Locally semisimple coverings: definitions and examples 
From now on we fix a triple (@, 1E, X), where C and IE are as in Section 1 and X 
is a generalized semisimple class of objects in @. 
Definition 2.1. (a) A morphism cc:A + B in @ is said to be a semisimple covering if 
CI E tE and A,B E X. 
(b) A morphism c( : A + B in @ is said to be a locally semisimple covering if there 
exists a pullback diagram 
in which p is a regular epimorphism and ret : E xg A + E is a semisimple covering; 
we will also say that (,4,x) is split over (E,p). 
Now we fix a terminal object T in @; by a point in an object B in C we mean 
a morphism b: T + B. If LY: A + B is a morphism in @ and b a point in B, the fibre 
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r-‘(b) of a at b is defined by the pullback 
u-‘(b) - A 
1 13 
T LB 
In all examples considered in the previous section, the triple (C, [E, X) satisfies the 
following. 
Conditions 2.2. (a) [E is a stack with 
x :A + B is such that its pullback rti 
p : E + B is in [E, then x itself is in [E. 
(b) X is closed under extensions, that 
respect to regular epimorphisms, that is, if 
: E xg A + E along a regular epimorphism 
is, if 4:X-Y is such that $JE[E, YEX and 
all fibres of 4 are in X, then X is in X. (Clearly, this terminology is in accordance 
with the notion of extension closedness considered in Example 1.2.) 
(c) T is a projective object with respect to regular epimorphisms, that is, for any 
regular epimorphism p: E + B and any point b in B there exists a point e in E with 
pe=b. 
Under these conditions, since the fibres z:‘(e) and a-‘(pe) (in the notation above) 
are isomorphic, the locally semisimple coverings are just the morphisms (in IE) with 
semisimple fibres. More precisely, we have: 
Proposition 2.3. Under Conditions 2.2, a morphism a: A + B with B in 9X is u 
locally semisimple covering if and only if a E [E and u-‘(b) E X for any point b in B. 
Corollary 2.4. (a) Zf 4X is either the category of rings or the category of groups, 
[E the class of all surjective homomorphisms (in a=), and if X is a semisimple class, 
then a morphism r : A --f B in @ with BE 2X is a locally semisimple covering if and 
only if it is an extension with a semisimple kernel, i.e., if and only if M is surjective 
and Ker c( E X. 
(b) Zf (C, [E, X) is as in Example 1.4 then CI : A + B is a locally semisimple covering 
if and only if a-‘(b) is totally disconnected for any b E B (here b is a point in B 
in the usual sense!), that is, if c( is a light map in the sense of Eilenberg [4] and 
Whyburn [ 181. 
3. Internal category actions and the main theorem 
A small category %? can be described as a diagram 
d 
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in the category of sets, where ‘So is the set of objects in ‘47, %?I the set of morphisms, 
d and c the domain and codomain functions (i.e., if f : a + b is a morphism in +$ then 
d(f) = a and c(f) = b), e the identity (i.e., e(a) = l,), %?I XC&, %Yt = {(g,f) E %?I x VZt 1 
d(g) = c( f)} the set of composable pairs of morphisms, and m the composition (i.e., 
m(s,f) = sf). 
Taking the above diagram in Sets to live in our category @ and expressing the cate- 
gory laws by commutative diagrams in @, one defines the notion of internal category 
%? in @ (see [ 10, 131 or [8] for details). Moreover, one can consider “functors” from 
%? to @ - they are called internal presheaves in [lo] and internal V-actions in [13], 
as follows. 
An internal q-action F : ‘Gf? -+ C is a diagram of the form 
in which %‘I x w0 FO is constructed as the pullback of d : Ce, + %$ and zF : FO + %?o, and 
746 =cproj,, tF(l@ x b)=tdm x 1~~)~ tF(enF, 14) = 1~0 
in the obvious notation; we shall also write F = (Fo, XF, 5~) (cf. [8]). 
The category of internal V-actions will be denoted by C’; in fact, we will use 
not just @’ but also the full subcategory (X, [E)” of C’ (where @, [E, X are as in the 
previous section) with objects all internal @?-actions F = (Fo, zF, 5,~) in which F,J E X 
and z,C E [E. For V we will take the equivalence relation Eq(p) = 
corresponding to a regular epimorphism 
lence relation in @ can be considered as 
as an ordinary equivalence relation on 
(cf. PI). 
p : E + B with E E X - indeed, every equiva- 
an internal category in C, in the same manner 
a set can be considered as a small category 
For an object B in @, let Cov(x,~)(B) be the category of pairs (A, cc), where LX : A t B 
is a locally semisimple covering in the sense of Definition 2.1(b), and a morphism u : 
(A, X) + (A’, a’) is a morphism u : A + A’ in @ with CI’U = CC 
Theorem 3.1. Let (C, [E, X) be as in the previous section, and p : E 4 B be a regular 
epimorphism in @ with E E X. Then there exists a category equivalence 
COV(~,~)(B) rv (X, QEq(p) 
Proof. The desired equivalence is the induced equivalence in the diagram 
K 
C/B - @Q(p) 
J J 
C~WW(B) ..-. + (x, [E)@(p) 
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where C/B is the category of all pairs @cc) with CI: A+ B in @, and K is the com- 
parison functor known in descent theory (see [7, 81); explicitly, 
K(A,cc)=(E xBE) xE(ExgA)- ‘lxn2 ExBA %E 
where pi : E xg E+E, rcl : E xg A-E and 7~2:E xg A+A are the respective pro- 
jections. 
The functor K is a category equivalence since p is a regular epimorphism in an ex- 
act category and therefore an effective descent morphism (see [7]). So, since K(A,c() 
is in (X, [E)Eq(J’) if and only if (E xg A, ~1) is a semisimple covering, we only need 
to prove that (A, cx) is a locally semisimple covering if and only if (E xg A, ~1) is 
a semisimple covering. The “if” part is trivial by Definition 2.1(b). “Only zf”: As- 
suming that (A,a) is a locally semisimple covering, we pick a regular epimorphism 
p’ : E’ + B such that (A, a) is split over (E’, p’), and take D = E xg E’. Then consider 
the diagram 
DXBA e E’xBA 
in which all unnamed arrows are pullback projections. Since all vertical arrows are in 
[E and all others are regular epimorphisms, we have 
(i) D is in X by Definition 1.1(a), 
(ii) E’ xg A is in X by the assumption, 
(iii) D xg A is in X by (i), (ii) and Definition 1.1(a), 
(iv) E xg A is in X by (i), (iii) and Definition 1.1(b). 
Since E xg A is in X, it is a semisimple covering as desired. 0 
Remarks 3.2. (a) Let us identify X with the corresponding full subcategory in @. 
Although this subcategory may not be closed under pullback, it contains all objects 
(and morphisms) involved in the construction of Eq(p)-actions (if p E IE, it contains 
also Eq(p) itself). Therefore, Theorem 3.1 describes the category of locally semisimple 
coverings of B in terms of constructions inside X. 
(b) Therefore, the case BE X (in which all locally semisimple coverings of B them- 
selves are in X) should be considered as trivial. Note also that Theorem 3.1 does not 
work in case B $22X, i.e., if there is no appropriate p: E --+ B. 
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(c) In the cases considered in Examples 1.2 and 1.3, if BE 9X (which always holds 
if X is either as in Example 1.2(a)-(d) or a semisimple class of groups) then it follows 
from Corollary 2.4(a) that Theorem 3.1 describes all extensions of B with semisimple 
kernels. On the other hand, in these cases (X, IQEq(p) IS equivalent to the category of 
triples (D, f, g) in which f : Ker p + D and g :D --+ E are morphisms in %? such that 
- D is in X, 
- f is a normal monomorphism, i.e. f (Ker p) is a normal subgroup in D if %7 is the 
category of groups, or an ideal in D if %? is the category of rings, 
- g is a surjective homomorphism, 
- gf : Ker p ----f E is the inclusion map. 
The equivalence between the category of such triples and the category of locally 
semisimple coverings of B can also be directly established. Let us note also that the 
same can be done in any pointed exact category which satisfies the Short Five Lemma. 
(d) Consider Example 1.4. In this case we can write, according to Corollary 2.4(b), 
Covcx,~,(B) =Light(B) (equal to the category of light maps of compact Hausdorff 
spaces with codomain B). On the other hand, the category X of Stone spaces has 
all pullbacks and contains Eq(p) as an internal category. So we obtain a category 
equivalence 
Light(B) Y XEqcp) 
for any compact Hausdorff space B and any subjective continuous map p: E + B in 
which E is a Stone space. This result can also be obtained as a special case of the 
categorical “fundamental theorem of Galois theory in categories” [5], as mentioned 
in [2]. 
(e) Theorem 3.1 can be easily extended to non-exact categories by using effective 
descent morphisms instead of regular epimorphisms, but we are not aware of interesting 
examples in the non-exact case. 
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